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Steinach and Schelbert: Portrait of the Ohio Swiss

ADELRICH STEINACH'

s PORTRAIT

OF THE

omo SWISS

The writer Raumer 1 calls Ohio "queen, wonder of the West" because its
fertility surpasses that of the Nile delta and also because of its beauty ....
Germans were the first settlers of Ohio and Swiss liked to live among
them ....
Cincinnati
The first mayor of Cincinnati, from 1802 to 1804, was the German
David Ziegler, 2 a fellow soldier of the Generals Lafayette and De Kalb. 3 Yet
his authority extended only to 800 citizens whereas now Cincinnati has
about 280,000 inhabitants, among them 80,000 foreign-born, but only about
1500 Swiss. The first larger numbers of settlers from Germany came in
1812 to Cincinnati. They were mostly Wtirttembergers and Swiss. Their
church was St. John's on Third Street. In the [18]20s the Swiss J. Fried . von
Salis 4 came here on his research trip to the American West and worked out
his results at this place ..
Until 1834 the small Cathedral Church on Sycamore Street sufficed for
the whole Catholic population of Cincinnati, then Bishop L.B. Purcell built
the first German Catholic church, Trinity Church and consecrated it on
October 5, 1834. 5 The German Catholic population must have grown very

1
Friedrich von Raumer, Am erica and the Ameri can People. Translated from the German by
William W. Turner (New York: J. & H. G. Langley ' s Astor House, 1846), 350: "the queen
and wonder of the West." The work had appeared in German as Die Vereinigten Staaten von
Nordam erika. Leipzig: F. A. Brockhaus , 1845; also in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania : J. H.
Schwacke , 1846; in 1849 also in Dutch .
2
On Ziegler see Armin Tenner , Cincinnati Sons/ und Jetzt (Cincinnati, Ohio: Mecklenbourg
& Rosenthal, 1878), Zweiter Theil, 5-11.
3
Marquis de Lafayette (1757-1834 ), a Frenchman and Continental General, and Johann
deKalb (1721-1780) , Continental Volunteer General , both sailed in 1777 to North America
to serve in the American Revolution; deKalb died from the wounds received at the battle
of Camden , South Carolina on August 19, 1780, Lafayette returned to France and actively
participated in the French Revolution .
4
On the widely dispersed , distinguished Swiss family von Salis see Historisch Biographis ches Lexikon der Schweiz 6 (1931), 15-20; no entry for a J. Friedrich , except
perhaps p. 20: "F . v. Salis im Ausland (neueste Zeit)."
5
John Baptist Purcell (1800-1883 ), of Irish descent , became first Catholic bishop of
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fast because already in 1837 Rev. Henni began to publish the Catholic
Wahrheitsfreund and continued to do so until 1843 when he became bishop
of Milwaukee. 6
Joseph Egli from the Canton St. Gallen left college in 1846 for America
and established himself as a lawyer in the firm of Egli and Dobmeier. He
was elected to the Ohio Legislature for several terms. Since he was a good
speaker, the Democratic Party sought his assistance in the 1856 election of
the presidential candidate Buchanan, and Egli spoke in favor of the
candidate also in New York. Still in his best years, death tore him from the
midst of a large family in 1876. The first singing festival held in the West
occurred on June 1, 2, and 3, 1849 in Cincinnati in which also the Swiss
Society participated. The painter M. Gronland, the Swiss G. Eschmann, and
the haberdasher [Posamentir] P. Ruhl were mainly engaged in the founding
of the first Sangerbund [Singing League].
Before the Civil War have also immigrated:
Jacob Ritschi, later Consul [of Switzerland], came in the year 1849 to
America and was active for 35 years in a fabrics store. 7
Mrs. Anna Harder is since 1847 in Cincinnati.
Johann M. Brunswick of the firm Brunswick and Balke is in America
since the forties and in Cincinnati since the fifties. 8
As is known, Nikolaus Longworth is the oldest and richest vintner in
Cincinnati, who however leased some of his vineyards to foreigners. One
of the tenants was also "father Ammann" , a Swiss, who in the year 1840
had taken out a lease on a vineyard, and died in 1852 due to the sorrow that
his grapes had rotted.
Johann Hostetter, Otto Anner , J. J. Stocklin, and the founders of the
Grtitliverein to be named later came in the 50s.

Cincinnati in 1833, archbishop in 1850; see M. P. Carthy, "Purcell, John Baptist," The New
Catholic Encyclopedia , second edition 11 (Detroit: Thompson & Gale, 2003), 819-821.
6
John Martin Henni (1805-1881) hailed from Obersaxen-Misanenga , Canton Graubiinden ,.
The Wahrheitsfreund, a weekly newspaper, appeared in Cincinnati from 1837-1907; it
"opposed slavery, prohibition , and autocracy ." Its '" Creed of a Nineteenth Century Citizen '
was a classical expression of belief in equality and tolerance. " In 1875 Henni became
Milwaukee's first archbishop ; see P. L. Johnson , "Henni, John Martin ," ibid., 6 (2003), 73334; see below, p. 52.
7
See Tenner, Cincinnati, 402-404; Ritchie born 1829, came with parents to St. Louis in
1833, then to Cincinnati; with his brother Caspar he managed a "Schnittwarengeschaft"
(404); for a biographical sketch, see below, p. 52.
8
lbid., 263-264.
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Cincinnati has three Swiss societies: a Benevolent Society, the Grutli
Society, and the Mannerchor [Men's Choir].
The oldest of these associations is the Grutliverein.
On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary celebration held on
February 16, 1882 in the gymnastics hall, Mr. J. Schellenbaum in an
excellent speech gave an overview of the founding and activity of the
association up to that time. It was in the winter of 1856, he said, that the
Prussian Ruling House claimed to own Neuchatel and threatened the use of
armed force so that every Swiss thought his homeland [Heimat] to be in
danger so that also here meetings of Swiss were held in order to explore
how best to come to the assistance of the beleaguered fatherland. 9
Assistance was offered, but the Federal Council [merely] gratefully
acknowledged it.
On the occasion of those meetings also the desire was expressed to
found a new association, since previous Swiss organizations had come and
gone, and in the midst of February (15) the first meeting for the founding
of the Grutliverein was held in the Schweizerhalle, located at the east side
of Main Street , that was managed by the late upright compatriot Johann
Frey. 10 The purpose of the association was to be education and singing, but
soon only the latter was cultivated. The always beautiful patriotic songs
provided rich material, and under the competent direction of Mr. Coelestin
Bissig one practiced vigorously in order to commemorate the old homeland
in the jovial circle of friends. Sunday excursions were made regularly, as
for instance to father Hosli's place on the Vine Street Mountain.
But one also thought of the future. It was especially Richard Liithy who
died in 1881 and who in 1859, with iron energy and endurance together
with others, added to the association the goal of sick benefits and death
benefits, and from that time on the association grew steadily until it reached

9

The so-called "Neuenburger Handel" refers to the conflict between Wilhelm IV of Prussia
and the Swiss Confederation concerning the region of Neuenburg/Neuchatel. In 1707 the
area had come under Prussian sovereignty and also led to its closer alliance with the Swiss
Confederation . In 1848 an anti-royalist party overthrew the existing government. By 1857
war seemed inevitable , with Prussia mobilizing 130,000 troops and the Swiss 30,000. By
the intervention of England and Napoleon III a peaceful settlement was worked out and
Neuenburg became one of the Swiss cantons; see James M. Luck, A History of Switzerland
(Palo Alto , California : SPOSS , 1985), 390-393; also Edgar Bonjour , H. S. Offler, and G.
R. Potter, A Short History of Switzerland (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1952), 277-280.
10
See Tenner, Cincinnati , 129-132.; born 1841, his parents emigrated in 1847 to Cincinnati ;
he followed his father who was a tailor to Cincinnati in 1853. He eventually built a
flourishing sea food business .; see below, p. 50.
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the respectable number of over one hundred members which by now has
risen to 107.
According to the report of then Association Secretary Johann Janzi, the
founders of the Association were J. J. Schellenbaum, Heinrich Pfister ,
Christian Kernen, Gottlieb Kernen, Jr., Anton Wickart and still 24 more, but
only the five mentioned are still living. 29 members have died since the
founding of the association; it has spent $15,000 for sick members and 23
widows besides 34 orphans and still has a remaining fund of $7200.
The old fatherland constantly received the tribute it deserved. There
was hardly a federal [eidgenossisches] sharpshooting or singing event to
which Cincinati would not make a substantial contribution, and where help
was needed, the readiness to give was most beautifully manifested. The
speaker referred to the fire of Glarus 11 on the occasion of which a
substantial sum was achieved by collections and the giving of a concert by
the Grtitli Singing Society for the support of those damaged by fire; to the
support for those who several years ago were hit so hard by floods as well
as by hail in some of the eastern [Swiss] cantons. And how beautifully was
the spirit of benevolence manifested when the inhabitants of Elm had been
hit by the terrible mountain crash. 12 As to the support rendered in the
adoptive country , the speaker mentioned the terrible fire of Chicago since
the Association had contributed for the fire damaged not only a substantial
sum from its fund, but also organized collections which yielded still greater
sums. 13 [He also referred] to the compatriots who had been in dire straits
because of the yellow fever epidemics in the South and received the
Association's support. 14

11
On November 10, 1861 two thirds of the town were destroyed by fire during a severe
Fohn storm, a hot southern wind which occasionally swoops down over the mountains into
the valleys; 2250 people lost their homes; see Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der
Schweiz 3 (1926), 560; p.561 a lithograph from 1861.
12
Elm, a village in the Canton Glarus, was partly buried on September 11, 1881, by a huge
avalanche of boulders from the "Tschingel " section of the mountain ; 115 people perished,
90 hectares of land were devastated , 83 buildings , 4 bridges , and a slate mine were
destroyed ; see ibid., 3 (1926), 26 .
13
On October 8, 1871, after an unusually dry summer, fire had broken out on De Koven
Street and destroyed much of the city; for an informative documentary see David Lowe, The
Great Chicago Fire. In Eyewitness Accounts and 70 Contemporary Photographs and
Illustrations. New York: Dover Publications , 1979.
14
See Khaled J. Bloom, The Mississippi Valley 's Great Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1878
(Baton Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana State University Press, 1993), 86-142: "The Epidemic
at New Orleans", and 143-198: "The Disaster at Memphis" .
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Cincinnati has the honor of having founded the North American
Grutlibund [Grtitli League]15 and to have hosted the first convention of the
delegates in its walls on July 1, 1865. In unison with other League brothers,
its two delegates S. Bischoff and H. Pfister strove to give the League a firm
foundation and chose the then most numerous and with intelligent members
richest Grutliverein of St. Louis to serve as the first Bundes-Vorort [League
Leader]. In quiet and stormy times the league brothers remained committed
to the league until the financial crisis of 1873 and unpleasant conditions
among the members caused them to withdraw from the league. The
Grutliverein in Cincinnati has nevertheless remained in contact and in good
harmony with the present Grutlibund, and also its patriotic feelings have not
diminished since it still celebrates annually the memory of the Rutlischwur
[Rtitli Oath] 16 as well as festivals commemorating important events in the
fatherland's history.
The national festival held in conjunction with other societies on June
27, 1880, was a nice success of unity for the Swiss of Cincinnati. Singing,
wrestling and other people's games recalled for participants the days of
youth in the old homeland and created among Americans an appreciation
for Swiss folk life. Also at the anniversary celebration of February 16, 1882
the life pictures of "The Death of Winkelried" 17 , "Move to the Alps",

15

See above, Urspeter Schelbert , "Introduction, " and its corresponding footnotes 7-10.
The Riitli or Griitli is a remote meadow located on Lake Uri, a section of the
Vierwaldstatter See, in English also called Lake Lucerne. According to chronicles it was
there where leading men of Uri, Schwyz , and Unterwalden met and concluded a sworn
league of resistance against Habsburg rule which was symbolized by the rule of bailiffs such
as Gessler who resided in castles. The stories of the Riitli Oath, of William Tell , and of the
subsequent destruction of castles had emerged into a cohesive pattern by the mid-fifteenth
century as chronicled in 1472 in the "White Book of Sarnen ", so called because of its white
cover. Today its accounts are viewed not as facts, but as creative symbolic expressions of
an emerging national consciousness of the Swiss Confederation , until 1848 a league of
semi-independent states. Especially after the emergence of the Swiss Federal State in 1848,
however , the accounts were celebrated as historical events and also observed among Swiss
abroad as reported for the United States by Steinach . Rudolf Denzler's illustration for the
50th anniversary book of the Grutli Bund highlights also the fusion of Swiss and American
motifs. For a concise discussion see Jonathan Steinberg , Why Switzerland, second edition
(Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 14-16. An extended Learned
treatise is Guy P. Marchal, "Die alten Eidgenossen im Wandel der Zeiten . Das Bild der
friihen Eidgenossen irn Traditionsbewusstsein
und in der Identitlitsvorstellung der
Schweizer vom 15. bis ins 20. Jahrhundert ,"in: Historischer Verein der Fiinf Orte, ed.,
Innerschwei z und fruhe Eidgenossenschaft, Band 2: Gesellschaft, Alltag, Geschichtsbild
(Olten, Switzerland: Walter Verlag , 1990) , 309-403.
17
The Battle of Sempach of 1386 , it has been claimed , resulted from expansionist Habsburg
16
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"Helvetia, Blessing the Three Men on the Rtitli" stoked the patriotic fire in
the hearts of the Swiss participants. The task to nourish this patriotism is at
present entrusted to J. J. Schellenbaum, president, A. Huber, secretary, and
Karl Aebi, treasurer.
Besides the Sick Benefit Society the Singing Section continued under
the auspices of the Griitliverein. Also a music section was founded, and
lovers of sharpshooting organized smaller sharpshooting festivals,
"Grtimpelschiessen" [amateur sharpshooting] at which the horny carbine
was not missing.
The Swiss Mannerchor [Men's Choir], which began in 1866 with 11
members, viewed the cultivation of fellowship and song as its main goal. It
too realized that all beginning is hard and, to assure its continued existence,
thought it better to change to a mixed choir. It celebrated its first
anniversary as Alpenrosli. Yet for many years it is active again as a men's
choir from which a small group of members have distinguished themselves
as the Zillerthaler Alpen-Quintett.
The number of members of the Mannerchor reached 78 who practiced
at Elm Street 380 and entrusted the association's interests to the care of
President Emil Schmid, Secretary Heinrich Bolzhausen , and Treasurer
Johann Hofer.
The Swiss Mannerchor, which has always had effective leadership, has
shown that it knows how to make the patriotic tunes appreciated at the very
many festivals and concerts held especially in the last years, and also at its
participation in festivities of other associations.
At the folk and wrestling festival of June 14, 1885, held at the Lookout
House and at the same place during the Centennial festival of Cincinnati on
September 16, 1888, it proved itself as a well trained choir by the
presentation of patriotic songs. The festival commemorating the battle of
Sempach in 1886 was a beautiful expression of the members' still vibrant
patriotism.
Cincinnati's
associations appear to appreciate especially the
presentations of the Zillerthaler Terzett and Quintett Emil Schmid, Leo
Hug, Otto Anner, [and] J. Blaser. They are always welcome guests and at
visits of festivities, as at the outing of the Swiss Mannerchor to the honorary

policies on the one hand or, on the other, of an unwarranted aggressiveness of the cantons
of Central Switzerland, especially Luzern. On the debates about its background and
development see Peter Blickle, "Friede und Verfassung : Voraussetzungen und Folgen der
Eidgenossenschaft von 1291," lnnerschwei z, Band 1, 50-54 ; for a brief sketch see Luck,
History of Switzerland , 63-64; be comments p. 63: "The impressive victory of the Swiss ...
was glorified in various sagas and heroic poems" (64) and also celebrated by Swiss abroad.
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member Rudolf Salzmann in Hamilton where they were received most
honorably by the compatriots Heinrich Moser, Josef Muller, Arnold Rusch,
Johann Weilenmann, Klemens Muller, F. Nell, Johann Heller, and J. Hohl;
they met with enthusiastic response at the dedication of the flag of the
Garfield-Liederkranz on June 12, 1887 and at the concert of vocalists and
instrumentalists of the Odd Fellows Choir on October 21, 1888.
The Swiss Benevolent Society was founded on July 10, 1871 for the
support of needy compatriots. It has a fund of $597, 70 active and 22
honorary members who have entrusted the Society's interests to the
executive board: President Louis Fischer, Secretary J. J. Schellenbaum and
Treasurer J. J. Abbihl. 18
The 16. annual report covering January 1 to December 1887 shows an
income of $698 and expenditures of $101. The income comes from
membership dues, an occasional gift from private persons and the proceeds
from concerts of Swiss associations.
Although membership has always been relatively small, its benevolence
has nevertheless already made some significant contributions. The Society
sent $357 to Zug for those damaged by water and, besides Cincinnati's local
poor , supported also many Swiss immigrants. Unfortunately here like
anywhere else there are many such indigent compatriots who trust more the
benevolence of others than their own efforts.
If one considers the number of Swiss who in Cincinnati occupy offices
of trust or own businesses, one must admit that here too Swiss knew how
to gain respect to a high degree from their fellow citizens.
In the fifties Josef Egli from St. Gallen was in the State Legislature; in
1871 John M. Brunswick from the Aargau; city councilors were: the
Brunswick mentioned, J. J. Abbihl, and in Newport Tobias Widdrig.
In the customs office: Ernst J. Graser, license clerk: Karl Benziger.
In Cincinnati is located the [Swiss] Consulate of the 6. District which
covers Ohio and Indiana. Until 1887 Jacque[s] Ritschie was Consul, Vice
Consul Kaspar Ritschie. 19 As their successors were installed on April 17,
1887 Robert M. Kurze as Consul and Charles J. Karrer as Vice Consul
whose consular office is at the corner of Plum Street and Miami Canal.

18
John Abbihl was born in Switzerland , moved with his parents to Cincinnati in 1860, to
a farm near Cleveland, and by 1863 had settled in Cincinnati where he served as a
Republican on the City council for three terms. He was treasurer of the Swiss Benevolent
Society for 10 years. See Henry A. Ford and Kate B. Ford, compilers, History of Cincinnati,
Ohio (Cleveland , Ohio: L. A. William s, 1881), 503.
19
See footnote 7.
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Rev. Martin Henni worked here as Catholic parish priest and as editor
of the Catholic Wahrheitsfreund from 1837 to 1843. 20 At the beginning of
the sixties also Franz Xaver Fassbind worked for this newspaper before he
had gone to St. Paul.
As Protestant pastor J.P. Gerber.
Physicians are: Dr. C. Ltitzelschwab and Dr. Julius Mennet.
Attorney and public notary J. J. Gasser; musician, Lampert from Luzern.
Factories and larger business are managed by: J.M. Brunswick & Balke,
billiard factory; Brothers Benziger of Einsiedeln, branch of the publishing
house; John R. Laubi, stone quarry; Johann Anderegg 21 , meat market;
Heinrich Jenni, tobacco and cigar store; Biedinger and Diem, stationary
store; Ltithy and Jost, spice house; J. C. Hofstetter, cheese store; J. J.
Schellenbaum, printing establishment.
Hotels and restaurants are managed by: Victor Aberle, N. Baumeler,
Johannes Hofer, 0. Anner and Gloor; W. Pope, J. Spalti, Otto Hof.
All kinds of trades are also plied by Swiss.
Especially in the last five years many have passed away who had been
residents of Cincinnati and had been very respected there.
Ernst J. Graser, a long time official in the customs office, founder of the
Swiss Men's Choir, excellent singer and wrestler, and an active member of
the Benevolent Society, died on April 17, 1884.
Thomas Bissig, a skillful lithographer and musician, since 1853 in
America, member of several Swiss associations, died in 1886.
Mrs. Karolina Probst, midwife , who reached the age of 70,
Mrs. Anna Harder from Garns, Canton St. Gallen, who was a great
benefactor of the poor and lived to 90 years, both died in the year 1886.
Johann M. Brunswick from Bremgarten, born 1819, came to New York
already in 1837. He worked first in a wagon factory, then became a steward
on a steamboat. But already in the 1840s he began to manufacture billiards
and, together with his business associate Balke, developed this enterprise
into the largest [of its kind] in the United States. Having become wealthy
and respected, he was elected by the citizens of Cincinnati to the city

20

See footnote 6 and below p. 52 .
Johann Anderegg was born in 1811 in Reigoldswil , Canton Basel; he emigrated in 1828,
went to Buffalo , then Pittsburgh, and in 1844 served in the Pennsylvania Legislature. In
1846 he went to Memphi s, then to Lawrenceburg , Indiana. In 1863 he built up the firm
Anderegg ,& Roth, Pork & Bee/pack ers in Cincinnati where he settled in 1872; see below
p. 51.
21
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council and then to the State Legislature where he always advocated
progress. He died July 26, 1886.
At the same time also Konrad Lohbauer died, a machinist, earlier
president of the Grutliverein of New York and the Allgemeine
Hulfsgesellschaft [Benevolent Society]. He reached 47 years.
Nikolaus Kalin from Einsiedeln, died at age 70 on July 31, 1887.
Hermann Steinauer, also from there, 54 years old, died December 23,
1887. Both were members of the Benevolent Society.
Johann Hofstetter from Gais, Canton Appenzell,a pioneer of Cincinnati
and a veteran of the Civil War, and Julius Suter from the Canton Aargau,
also a war veteran, died, the first in October 1887, the latter in January
1888.
J. J. Stocklin of Benken, Baselland, born 1834, came to America
already in the fifties, joined during the Civil War the 6. Ohio Regiment and
was severely wounded at the knee in the Battle of Stone-River. After the
war he operated a restaurant in Cincinnati for 12 years, became a member
of the Benevolent Society, of the Swiss Men's Choir and a trustee of the
Grutliverein. He died, universally respected and beloved, on June 19, 1888.
Heinrich Jenni of Schwanden, Canton Glarus, who had managed a tobacco
and cigar business for many years, member of the Benevolent Society, the
Swiss Men's Choir and long-timer treasurer of the Grutliverein, died at age
48 on August 24, 1888.
Cleveland
Cleveland Ohio, the second largest city of the State of Ohio and called
Forest City because of its numerous boulevards, is one of the most beautiful
cities of the Union, located at the mouth of the Cuyahoga River on Lake
Erie and has 240,000 inhabitants, among them however only about 2000
Swiss. It is the seat of important factories and wholesale businesses dealing
with Canada and the mining regions of Lake Superior.
Before the year 1852 very few Swiss had settled in Cleveland.
Johann Bigler from Bern came most likely in the forties. He was a
sculptor and acquired a significant fortune.
Johann Roniger from the Aargau immigrated to here in 1848, first was
farming in the city's vicinity, then managed a restaurant until he died.
N. Neracher and AdolfNeracher, both from Wettingen, CantonAargau,
building contractors, came in 1851 to America and became well-to-do.
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W. Neracher arrived at about the same time, went during the Civil War
into the military, returned as officer, and invented several patents, from the
proceeds of which he now lives. 22
Rudolf Winzenried of Belp, Canton Bern, immigrated in 1852, also
joined the saviors of the Union and since then operates a gold and silver
goods establishment.
Joseph llitz from Siggenthal, Canton Aargau, also an old war veteran,
manages a grocery. 23
H. Vogeli from the Canton Schaffhausen, since the beginning of the
1850s in Cleveland, manages a farm near the city.
J. J. Ri.iedi from Gachlingen, Canton Schaffhausen, an immigrant of
1852, manages an extensive hat and fur business.
J. Richner from Windisch, Canton Aargau, here since 1852, has a
cheese store.
H . Hausheer from Zurich, since 1851 in Cleveland, manages a passable
meat business and had been police commissioner.
J. Oertli from Ennenda, Canton Glarus, an old settler, manages a
hardware store and had been a member of the city council.
A. Moser from Burgdorf, Canton Bern, since 1862 in America,
participated in the Civil War and thereafter held a position in the postoffice.24
Theodor Riesterer from Belp, Canton Bern, an immigrant of 1852, was
for 22 years in the shoe business and is now an insurance agent.
Of these pioneers Th. Riesterer, Arnold Moser, J. J. Ri.iedi, also L. F.
Wilhelm from Schiers, Canton Graubtinden, 25Heinrich Eichenberger from
Beinwyl, Canton Aargau, Wirth, besides several others, came together on
September 14, 1872 and founded the first Swiss Society in Cleveland; since
then three more [societies] have been established, that is the Helvetia
Society, the Women's Support Society, and the Swiss Benevolent Society.
The Swiss Men's Choir and the singing sections of the Helvetia Society
and of the Women's Support Society as well as at times a Gymnastics- and
Wrestling Club and a Drama Association cultivate singing and fellowship.

22

See below for a biographical sketch, reproduced from Cleveland and its Germans
[Cleveland und sein Deutschtum], published by the German-American Biographical
Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio 1897-98, translated from the German by Steven
Rowan (Cleveland, Ohio: The Western Reserve Historical Society, 1998), 120-121.
23
See below p. 62, from ibid., 162-163.
24
See below p. 25, from ibid., 159-160.
25
See below p. 61, from ibid., 161-162.
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1. The Swiss Society , founded on September 14, 1872 for the purpose
of mutual support of the members in cases of sickness and death, quickly
increased in members and joined in March, 1873 the North American
Griitlibund. Due to a large membership and industrious activity it soon
became an eminent section, and in recognition of these achievements the
Griitlibund chose it as the Bund ' s leader [Vorort] in 1885 and again in 1887
for a second term . At present Christ. Schiipbach ,26 President, Josef Gut,
Vice President , Edward Hindermeister, L. F. Wilhelm. M . Knobel, Th.
Riesterer, Secretaries , and H. Eichenberger, Treasurer. All are old
association veterans who know how carefully to steer the ship through the
most varied storms. That they are also filled with a patriotic spirit is evident
from the fact that the Executive Board sent via telegraph friendly 1887 New
Year's Day greetings to the Swiss Federal Council.
The Swiss Society has 178 members with an association fund of nearly
4000 dollars which at present are entrusted to J. Oertli, President, A. Moser,
Secretary, F. Zwicker, Treasurer. With so much strength the association is
able to achieve much in the field of benevolence as well as for the
expression of patriotic feelings at festivals. In the past it has proven itself
in this which justifies an optimistic hope for the future. It generously
supported those who had been damaged by locusts in Cherry Hill
[Nebraska], together with other sections of the league . It also sent
contributions to those suffering from Yellow Fever in the South , those
damaged by fire in Chicago , and those severely hit by the elements in
Switzerland.
The members' enduring love for the fatherland is satisfied by the annual
celebration commemorating the Riitli Oath and by festivals devoted to the
memory of events from the heroic times of Switzerland. The festival in
memory of the Battle of Sempach in 1886 and that of the Battle of Nafels
in 1888 were landmark stones for the expression of patriotism. Special
mention deserves the lofty celebration of the Riitli Oath on November 15,
1885 when Cleveland's German Theater Society gave a performance of
Friedrich Schiller's "William Tell", at which Christ. Schiipbach gave a
stirring speech that was suited for the occasion. The evening performance
was followed by a concert with orchestra pieces by Kuppes Music Band,
songs by Miss Lina Schiipbach, and recitations by Jakob Kohli.
Summer night festivals and visits of Swiss associations in other cities
such as of the Griitlivereins of Toledo and Pittsburgh for the dedication of
their flag served to maintain social contacts with other Swiss . As

26
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commendable attempts may be considered the efforts of the association to
establish for the members an evening school for learning English and the
attempt gradually to create a small library and a collection of literary
reviews.
2. The Helvetia Society exists only since December 11, 1881. Several
of the 51 members are also members of the Swiss Club. Its aim is also the
support of its members in cases of sickness and death. In addition it also
cares for their widows and orphans. Despite manifold payouts it has
nevertheless a fund of $1788 which is economically administered by its
executive board, President Gustav Deucher, Vice President H. Bollinger ,
Secretary C. Boschenstein, Treasurer Joh. Richner .
On November 28, 1882 it gained the advantages of the North American
Grutlibund and since then has proved itself also as a concerned patriotic son
in that it supports those in need as much as possible and annually observes
the solemn commemoration of the Rtitli Oath as well as other important
patriotic anniversaries.
Also Cleveland's Swiss women followed the example of Swiss women
in many other colonies and founded in October 1886 a Swiss Women's
Benefit Society for the Sick. Its membership number, now at 60, quickly
grew and will undoubtedly become strong and will do much good since
President Jos . Gut, Secretary Mrs. Josepha Keller and Treasurer Mrs. Lina
Schtipbach 27 have taken over the care and promotion of the association .
3. In March 1884 a Swiss Benevolent Society was founded on the
special initiative of Gust. Deucher in order to meet effectively the needs of
the Swiss poor in Cleveland. Theodor Riesterer as President and G. Deucher
as Secretary and Agent have taken on the onerous effort not only to support
the poor, but also to find work and means of support for compatriots out of
work.
Singing sections are connected with the Swiss Society, Helvetia
Society, and even the Women's Benefit Society.
1. The Swiss Men's Choir has existed already since 1880 and has over
30 active or singing members. From the start it participated in almost all
Swiss festivities and it enriches them with songs and recitations. Especially
for the past five years the association is able to record beautiful results in
that conductor J. Keller enables the singers to achieve higher levels, as at
concerts in 1885 and on a visit of the Swiss to Pittsburgh. At the singing
competition of the choirs in Cleveland on October 16, 1887 it gained first

27

Lina Schupba ch, born Meyer , born in Brugg , Canton Bern , married Christian Schupbach
in 1873; see ibid.
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prize, a beautiful drinking horn; and the festival in commemoration of the
Battle of Nafels 28 held by the Swiss societies in Cleveland on June 9, 1888
owes the Men's Choir a beautiful contribution for the glorification of the
festivity.
The singing section of the Helvetia Society, also called Alpina, selects
especially songs for mixed choir and under its conductor L. F. Wilhelm
presents the beauties of the studied folk tunes at its festivities.
The celebration organized by this association in 1885 commemorating
the Rtitli Oath was especially attractive at which, after President Gustav
Deucher' s splendid address, recitations and songs were presented by Messr.
Pfenninger, Fringel, and Scheidegger, and by the ladies Mrs. and Miss
Deucher and Mrs. Hurschler as well as by a choir of the Workers Singing
League.
Some vivacious music-loving Ladies united in 1886 also in a Music
Society. Already their debut seems to have been quite successful which
occurred in April 1886 with concert pieces and the play "One Must Wed" .
They also won out at the evening event of Easter Monday 1888 and at the
founding festival of the Women's Support Society.
Since 1884 there is also a Gymnastics- and Wrestling Club which has
a substantial membership and which made presentations of these patriotic
games at the festivites of the Swiss Men's Choir.
Swiss represent all levels of Cleveland's business community and many
occupy a prominent place in it.
Joh. Andres of Neuenburg is Protestant pastor.
Physicians are: Gust. A. Deucher, son; H. Gentsch from the Canton
Aargau, and Gust. Hausheer, a Swiss American born in Cleveland.
Public High School teachers are: L. F. Wilhelm and Fried. Wilhelm,
both from Schiers, Canton Graubtinden.
Daughters of Theodore Riesterer and J. J. Rtiedi are also teachers, Jakob
Keller from Wettingen is a teacher of singing.
Gust. Deucher, father, is a respected and a beloved merchant; Heinrich
Merz from St. Gallen, who died in April 1880, was a beloved architect.
Besides those named, others who serve the bodily needs of humankind
are:

28

The Glamese , with help of soldiers from Schwyz, were able to defeat the Austrians who
had launched a surprise attack on the valley on April 8, 1388 as a follow-up of the Battle
of Sempach; see above, footnote 16.
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Christ. Schtipbach from Signau, Canton Bern , who immigrated in 1867,
owns the inn "Zurn Schweizer Kreuz" .
Jakob Kohli from Kallnach , Canton Bern, also here since 1867, runs the
inn "Zu den drei Bundesbrtidern " .
Konrad Pfund from Unterhallau, Canton Schaffhausen, manages the
"Amerikanische Schweizer-Hotel " .
Jakob Ztillig from Salmsach, Canton Thurgau, Heinrich Eichenberger
from Beinwyl, Canton Aargau , are wholesale merchants in beverages.
A. Fischer runs a cheese store, Karl Richner a hardware store , F.
Zwicker a furniture business.
C. Fltickiger from Answyl , Canton Bern; Johann Meyer, Konrad
Meyer, both from the Canton Schaffhausen; Theo. Wachter from
Graubtinden are butchers .
Concerned more about intellectual fare is the secretary of the
Grtitlibund Ed . Hindermeister from Wtirenlos, Canton Aargau , immigrated
since 1867. He runs a printing press and publishes the Grutlianer , the
official organ of the Grtitlibund , and with F . L. Wilhelm the journal "The
People's Friend " (Volksfreund).
Many Swiss keep smaller bars [Trinklokale] and they ply every trade .
After work is done, rest is good. Many Swiss rest in Cleveland after
life's work , but we can specially commemorate only a few.
Members of the Swiss society were: ,
Andres Murbach from Schaffhau sen . He died December 4, 1883.
Joh. Kohli from Kallnach and Gust. Walti from Turbenthal, both died
in the year 1884.
Jos. Berger from Oberbuchsiten, died April 15, 1885.
Joh. Dreyer from Wolfiswyl, was killed in an accident on February
26 ,1887.
Members of the Helvetia Society were:
Fried. Peter from Radolfingen, died February 2, 1887 and
Fried . Leuenberger from Trachselwald, died in an accident on July 16,
1887.
August Vogel from St. Blaise, Neuenburg died April 21 , 1888.

Columbus
Columbus , Ohio on the Cioto [Scioto] River is the state capital and a
junction of many railroads. At the place where the city is located today ,
there was in the year 1812 merely a log cabin. In 1830 the place had 2440
inhabitants and today the city number s ca. 55,000, among them however
only about 400 Swis s.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss2/5
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One of the first Swiss settled there was Jos. Muller from Solothum, who
came to America in 1855, later became a member of the Grtitlibund and
died on May 2, 1888 at age 70.
Joh. Corrodi, confectioner from Zurich, landed in 1853 in New Orleans
and moved to Columbus. During the Civil War he served in a Missouri
regiment, became a lieutenant and after his discharge run a restaurant in
Columbus until he died from an accident on February 13, 1886.
Once a small group of compatriots had settled, the inborn drive of the
Swiss to join with friends of like descent lead also here to the formation of
a Griitliverein which was formed on May 9, 1870. Membership soon rose
to 20 and by 1884 even to 42 who by economical harmonious cooperation
reached a fund of $ 1000, besides expenditures for the support of the sick
and for the survivors in cases of death. The association was a member of the
North American Grtitlibund from 1870 to 1879. Yet as the other Swiss
associations in this country, it nevertheless observes the national holiday on
November 17 and celebrates annually the memory of the Ri.itli Oath.
The singing section connected to the Grtitliverein which also exists
since 1882, formerly conducted by Professor H. Hengartner, now by Fr.
Reuter, considers it as its special task to make familial and public festivities
truly attractive and relaxed. At the celebration of the 580th anniversary of
the founding of Switzerland it was able to perform honorably before the
Swiss as well as American audience. With careful use of the available
talents, under guaranteed competent management as the present one,
President Jos. Kappler, Secretary Jos. Tritt, Treasurer Albert Baumer, the
Gri.itliverein will always assure the success which it strives for on behalf of
the members' families and for the preservation of a honorable position
before the citizens.
A long time established Swiss businessman in Columbus is so-called
Papa Heinrich Kehr who manages an inn at 246 Fourth Street and a cheese
import business.
J. Baumer runs a hardware store.
J. R. Rickenbach is County Sheriff.
All three take an active interest in the Swiss associations' activities.

Toledo
Toledo, Ohio. Fifty years ago there was but swamp and forest land
along the banks of the Maumee River where Toledo now stands. The first
settlers were New Englanders who in the years 1830 to 1840 built the first
log cabins along the banks of present-day Summit and Watler streets. They
were soon followed by Germans and Swiss who contributed to the building
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up of the splendid city which now numbers 80,000 inhabitants, numerous
beautiful parks, economical water works, breweries, furniture and wagon
factories, and excels in extensive commerce in grains and wood as well as
a junction of 19 railroads.
As the first Swiss settlers of the thirties are mentioned Johann and
Christian von Gunten from Sigriswyl, Canton Bern, settled in 1833; Joh.
Sanschi, also from there, settled in 1834.
Joh. Jost came in 1834 from Buffalo, then Grossenbacher and Scherrer,
both from the Canton Zurich.
In the forties came Georg Weber, Georg and Martin Tanner, Jakob and
Kaspar Weber, all from the Canton Schaffhausen. Further F. Ingold, Hofer,
Herzig, Andliker, Kocher, Locher, Siegenthaler, Glanzmann, Jakob and
Conrad Tanner, Hirschi.
The number of Swiss was increased by individuals or small groups until
it climbed to ca. 3000 in Toledo and environs.
It is a natural drive of a person to feel attracted in an alien land to those
people whose cradle stood in the common fatherland, and in their meetings
a patriotic song lights up the circles of fellowship. Following such a drive
the need for a singing association arose, a Helvetia Men's Choir, and from
it later developed a benevolent society, the Grutliverein.
It was in the year 1869 when B. Weber, J. J. Hachius and J. Ktinzli
issued a call for the formation of a social club. Some 20 compatriots
answered the call, among them L. Weber, J. Schweizer, J. Huber, Robert
Hess, J. Spiess, Fried. Meyer, J. Rtiedi, Jakob Schuler, Sr., Fr. Zwahlen,
Rentsch, J. Studer, and they founded on May 9 a singing society with the
name Griitliverein of Toledo. Jakob Hauser from Schaffhausen became the
first president, J. Schweizer secretary, Georg Gehring treasurer.
Already the first meeting closed with a patriotic song. Motivated by the
best zeal and making use of all means to assure the success of the
association, the members ordered 25 copies of song books from the old
fatherland, purchased furniture, and a flag with the motto "Progress through
Education" ["Durch Bildung zum Fortschritt"]. They implemented that
motto by establishing an evening school for instruction in English, paid for
by the association. Alois Trop of the Toledo High School was teacher at the
school and J. Hoffmann conductor and teacher in singing.
At the first festival held on November 17, 1869 the singers already
offered a significant performance and brought the association recognition
as well as increased the fund to a small surplus.
On December 20 of the same year, when the number of members had
already reached 55 and the treasury $400, the association joined the North
American Griitlibund and throughout all the changes of fortune remained
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss2/5
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with it until today, because it is one of its largest and most important
sections with 127 members, a treasury of over $2000, and a small library,
under the administration of a competent executive board, consisting of
President Joh. Bartschi, Vice President Jakob Miller; Secretaries Johann
Sporri, Fred. Beier, Rudolf Meyerhofer, Treasurer Walter Rippas, Librarian
Sam. Krebser.
In order to give the edifice a stronger foundation the association was
incorporated.
For three years the Griitliverein pursued exclusively the practice of
singing and sociability, then the field of activity expanded in that it included
the support of members of the association as well as of other compatriots in
distress. If sickness set in, a member was initially supported with $3, later
$5 per week, and since 1872 in the period of fifteen years the association
has paid out since the large sum of $2130 to members who were sick.
Besides support was given to those damaged by water in Switzerland in
1876; to those damaged by the crash of the mountain in Elm, to those in
distress in Memphis and Cherry Hill [Cherry County?] in Nebraska, as well
as to poor Swiss in Toledo itself; Zug was given $65. 29
Thus the Grtitliverein, which forms the center of the social life of the
Swiss in Toledo, has done much good for families whose head had become
incapable to work and, in case even death claimed him, the sympathy of the
members and their support for those left behind was at least some
consolation so that they, who endured the hard blow of fate, could ward off
despair; as was the case in the passing of F. Mummenthaler from Bern in
the year 1883 ; of Jakob Maag from Neukirch, Canton Schaffhausen; Ph. J.
Heer from Basel, Konrad Auer from Unterhallau, Canton Schaffhausen in
1885; Melch. Waldvogel from Schaffhausen, Johann Gisin from
Nidergosgen, Canton Solothurn in 1887 and the deeply mourned President
of the association, Phillipp Wolf, in 1888.
Especially tragic was the death of Ph. Wolf. Because of his great
service to the association elected three times as its president, he was the

29

On Elm and Memphis see above, footnotes 12 and 14; as to Cherry Hill, the reference
seems to relate to Cherry County, Nebraska, which in 1874 was hard hit by locusts,
especially given the added troubles deriving from the economic crash of 1873 and from
drought; see James C. Olson and Ronald C. Nagle, History of Nebraska (Lincoln, Nebraska:
University of Nebraska Press, 1997), 176-177; also Everett Dick, Conquering the Great
American Desert (n. pl.: Nebraska State Historical Society, 1975), 191-215; the situation
was dire and in early 1875 food and military clothing left over from the Civil War was sent
to bring some relief. - In 1887 some 30 houses of Zug had sunk into the lake and 11 people
lost their lives; see Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon, 7 (1934), 759 .
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central person of a group portrait intended to be unveiled the next day. Yet
Wolf was not supposed to take part in the joyful celebration. He died
February 22, 1888 at age 40.
After the establishment of a support fund the effort to increase it gained
ever more prominence and the task of the Helvetia Men's Choir as a singing
section of the Griitli Support Society turned ever more to serving it for the
lightening up of social hours and the embellishment of its festivals. The
singing Society received its own organization with a special executive
board, now Martin Tanner, President, Rudolph Meierhofer, Secretary,
Adolph Knelling, Treasurer, Karl Wittmer, Conductor. It has about 20
active members who meet regularly to perfect their singing on the premises
of the Grtitliverein, located at the corner of Lafayette and Ottawa Street.
That this has been achieved already to a high degree is evident from the
many festivals organized with best success by the Grlitliverein in which the
Helvetia Men's Choir always participated. This especially at the founding
anniversaries of which the one of the year 1879 was celebrated with special
style, commemorating the founding of the association ten years ago as well
as at the annual commemorative celebration of the Rlitli Oath.
The deeds of the old Swiss heroes who 500 years ago had fought at the
battle of Sempach stimulated also the Toledo Swiss to celebrate them in an
enthusiastic festival of commemoration. They honored the day with songs,
recitations, and excellent speeches by Rudolf Meyerhofer. Yet of all Swiss
festivals held until now in Toledo the celebration of May 30, 1887 was the
most memorable which had been organized to commemorate the founding
of the association and for the dedication of a flag that had been ordered
from St. Gallen by Alois Kalin and showed the picture of Helvetia over
whom the golden eagle rises. The executive boards from Cleveland and its
associations as well as from Detroit and Toledo participated. In a costumed,
beautifully arranged parade marched Tell with his boy, Gessler with retinue;
the old three oath-associates; Winkelried; armed Swiss soldiers in armor.
The 22 cantons were represented by 22 girls dressed in white, America and
Switzerland as Columbia and Helvetia; a Swiss village school was shown
on a float adorned by the photographer J. Kolla. The presentation of the flag
by [Grlitli-]Bund President Schlipbach was greeted with great enthusiasm. 30
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At patriotic festivals the flag of an organization was of special significance and in
Switzerland tied to a "rich ceremonial: a welcome at the railroad station; ritual greetings
with a kissing of the flag and a marching display, [as well as]a solemn conveyance;" see
Basil Schader, "Eidgenossiscbe Festkultur," in: Handbuch der schweizerischen Volkslultur,
Vol. 2, Paul Hugger, ed. , (Basel: Schweizerische Gesellschaft fi1r Volkskunde, 1992), 811832; quotation on p. 821. Much of the Swiss tradition was also practiced in cities of the
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The dedication of the group portrait already mentioned had to be
postponed to Easter Monday, April 8, because of the death of Ph. Wolf. It
too evolved into an unexpected beautiful festivity, especially by the musical
presentations of the three children of Kolla and the play "The Two
Prophesying Monks."
In the summer of 1888 Toledo saw a magnificent folk festival organized
by the Germans in which also the Swiss had a prominent part. The Grand
Marshal of the long, lavishly adorned parade of 15 divisions was the Swiss
B. Raiz, and five other marshals were his compatriots W. Rtigger, A.
Dietrich, Lievers, Zumbrunn, J. Hauser. The Grtitliverein marched as the
second oldest association at the front of the parade with its old and new
flag.
Some Swiss have also excelled as city officials in Toledo. Georg
Tanner was in the city council;
J. Nageli is fire chief; Joh. Nohl was police captain, but was shot to
death in 1879 while on duty. His brother Hermann Nohl is still on the police
force.
Benjamin Raitz ist a butcher and meat inspector.
During the Civil War Fred. Ingold was an officer in the Union Army;
Soldiers were: Fred Brunnenhofer, who died in battle; Sam. Herzig, Kasp.
Zimmermann, Alexander and Jak. Nohl, J. Meyer, Martin Muller, Mark.
Weber, Joh. Weber, Jak. Hachius, Leonardi.
Teachers at public schools are: J. Hachius, Gehring, previously also A.
Weber who is now a public notary and insurance agent. Thanks to them a
systematic instruction in singing and a German method instead of spelling
[buchstabieren] was introduced in the schools.
Johann Zurfltih is a goldsmith; one of his sons is a teacher at the asylum
for the insane, one is a telegrapher, three daughters are teachers in the
public schools, Karl Wittmer is a music teacher.
Physicians are: Drs. A Schnetzler, Zbinden.
Artists are: Rornino Bera, from the [Canton] Tessin, a certified artist
painter.
A. Neukom from Schaffhausen, an artist sculptor in stone . He adorned
the new post-office in Toledo.
Joh. Kolla from Zurich, a noted photographer.

United States which had a substantial Swiss community. The festivals had several
"ritualized elements" and a "set of competitions, official celebration, and entertainment"
(8ll) .
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Friedrich Hofer from the Canton Bern, and his sons Gottfried, Friedrich
and his stepson Johann Egger are renowned tinsmiths, Gottfried is
superintendent, Friedrich foreman in such a factory.
His son-in-law Alfred Heuermann is an artist in metal casting and at
present is working on a statue of "The Goddess of Freedom" for the Capitol
in Atlanta, Georgia.
The brothers Mtiller have a large steam cooperage. For Link's wine
cellar they made a large barrel that holds 36,000 gallons.
Wholesale businesses have: Brothers Weber, clothing; Geo. Tanner,
shoes; Chr. Gerber, iron; Grossenbacher, meat; Georg Miller, flour and
butter; Joh. Loffler, hardware; Jak. Schlatter, cigars; Jak. Miller, flour;
Rentsch, cheese and meat products; Charles Btirgin, flour and feed, Jul.
Studer, hats and fir products.
Friedrich Schlupp is a brewer.
Groceries have: J. Rippas, Mart. Btirgin.
Butchers are: Michael Stamm, Joh. Meister.
Innkeepers are: Alex Weber (he manages the St. Johns Hotel), Alfred
Gerber, Jakob Bop, Sam. and Johann Herzig, Isak Matzinger, Jak. Schuler,
M. Tanner, Staub, and Papa Schuler.

Archbold
The Canton Schaffhausen had sent a large number of its citizens to this
place who are now old farmers there. So Johann Imthurm from Thaingen
[Thayngen], C. Schneider, Martin Mtiller who immigrated in 1846, soon
purchased a large farm, and became County Treasurer, Btihrer who was
elected to the town council, Spiess, Brutsch, Schnetzler, all Schaffhausers,
and Schwarz, a Zurichois, Sporli, Keller, Waldvogel, and others.
Dr. Mtirbach is a physician there.
A Swiss has a brewery. The family F. Gygax consists of 14 children, 5
daughters and 9 sons of whom one was killed in the Civil War. In 1884 a
Benevolent Society was formed here, the Grutliverein which joined the
North American Grtitlibund, but soon dissolved again after a few months .

Canton
Canton is situated on a fertile plain, a region well suited for agriculture.
Many Swiss live in its environs as farmers. In the year 1884 a sick benefit
society was established which consisted almost exclusively of Swiss, had
40 members, and first elected Joseph Kampfer, later B. Roth as president.
Soon a singing association was joined to it, a mixed choir Helvetia or
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss2/5
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Alpina. This brought a national life into the colony and in May 1885 it held
on the fair grounds its first founding anniversary festival in which also the
Grtitliverein of Akron, the French Benevolent Society and the singing
association Harmonie of Canton participated.
Dr. Partmann, a noted Swiss Eye Physician, occupies among the
business people a very honorable position.
The firm Wernet and Muhs, 48 Tuscarewa Street , has an extensive
distribution business of copper cheese kettles.
An eminent Swiss was Andreas Hasslebacher who died here in
September 1885. Hasslebacher was born on September 12, 1831 in
Summiswald, Canton Bern, landed in New York on November 1851, and
went with his parents to Canton. He learned the printer's trade with
Johannes Raber, then the editor of the newspaper The Germans in Holmes,
and together with Karl Busch founded in 1879 the Toledo Volksfreund, yet
soon sold his share in the paper and returned to Canton where he lived until
his death as the typesetter of the Ohio Volks-Zeitung.
Akron
Akron in Summit County, Ohio, is an important city for industry and
commerce at the junction of the Pennsylvania-Ohio and Ohio and Erie
Canals with ca. 20,000 inhabitants and about 200 Swiss
Before the eighties there were only very few Helvetians here. Some
Bernese, Schaffhausers, and Aargauers settled here in the seventies and
worked for farmers or in wool factories. Once they had befriended each
other more closely, they founded on March 15, 1881 in Harmony Hall a
sick benefit association, the Grutliverein, and celebrated the day solemnly
by the dedication of a beautiful Swiss flag at which event Pastor
Baumgartner gave the festive address. The association quickly increased in
members and on March 19, 1884 joined the North American Grutlibund to
the fate of which it has still tied its own welfare. At present the number of
members stands at 37, who have collected a treasury of ca. $1200 and who
have entrusted the welfare of the association to President Christ. Knecht,
Vice President Rudolf Luther, Secretary Alber Neiger, Treasurer Rud.
Hallauer. That the Grtitliverein had acted wisely in joining the Grtitlibund
is evident from the fact that immediately after its joining it lost two of its
members, Eduard Bernell from Sonceboz, Canton Bern, at age 42, who died
October 9, 1884, and Melchior Zumstein from Brienz, only age 28, who
died November 1884. Alex Bondelli from Port Nidau, Canton Bern, passed
away at age 57 in May 1888. The death benefit of the Bund, which paid to
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the first two families $300 and $500 to the latter, had at least in part
mitigated the sorrow of the families .
Immediately after the organization of the Grtitliverein the members
strove also to satisfy the desire for entertainment and sociability. Since the
joy of singing is inborn in those from the Bernese Oberland, twelve
members skilled in singing united in the singing section Griitli Men 's Choir
and practiced under conductor V. Hummel. They provide monthly an
evening entertainment at which songs and recitations and occasionally also
a small play are performed. The support of the Grtitli verein allows not only
the celebration of the founding anniversaries, picnics , and the annual
festival in commemoration of the Rtitli Oath in an attractive and
entertaining manner , but also an increase of the treasury of the association
with significant festival profits.
In Six Mile Bush twenty miles from Toledo exists a paradise-like region
which owes its cultivation mainly to Schaffhausers. There settled the
pioneer families Murbach from Gachlingen, Matzinger, Rtidlinger, Keller,
Schwyn fromBeringen. One understands the difficulties these pioneers had
to overcome when they report that in the first months of their settlement
their almost only income derived from the ashes they had produced from
felled trees, and these they had to haul for twenty miles to a larger place in
order to exchange them for victuals . What a contrast to the present in that
the lady of the house is able to serve delicacies in the midst of well
cultivated fields, farms, and fruit trees and the farmer is able to drink wine
or cider derived from his own efforts.
At the Bean Creek thirty-five miles from Toledo the first Swiss settlers
were Kubler, Meister, Wackerlin, all from Schaffhausen . They too knew
how to tum wilderness into a paradise.

Other Settlements
In Alliance is Wilhelm Tanner from Basel-Land , a respected
businessman and about 100 other [Swiss] in its environs. These decided to
found a Swiss singing association which now numbers 16 members .
Also Springfield enjoys a Swiss singing association.
The first Swiss pioneers in Sandu sky and environs are Johann Angst
and Widmer. Under the guidance of the former a Griitliverein was
established among the about one hundred Swiss settled there, which after
a few months of its existence had already 20 members . The Swiss are
mostly engaged in viticulture and they are proud that the compatriot Jakob
Alder has become county treasurer already for a second term.
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Upper Sandusky was home for the Swiss Nikol. Moser from Arni,
Canton Bern, who died there at age 70 on his farm in October 1888.
In Lindsey, Sandusky County, lives the farmer Joh. Widmer and the well-todo and respected farmer Ulrich Kopp from Nieder-Oenz, Canton Bern, who
was settled there since 1851 and died in 1886.
Abraham Sorgen of Nidau, Canton Bern, has an inn in Hartington,
Sandusky County already for 37 years and A. Henking from St. Gallen,
already since 1849 in America, is president of the Ohio Valley Bank in
Gallipoli .
In his Guide to America Adolf Ott states that based on population and
occupation he wanted to call Stark, Tuscarawas , and Monroe Counties
"Canton Bern." Here there is Bernese air; here too is the most inveterate
"Mutz " in his element. Stark and Tuscarawas Counties we find analogous
to the Bernese Middleland and the Emmenthal and Monroe County similar
to the Bernese Oberland. Swiss are dispersed throughout all these counties
in great numbers as farmers. This enabled the Swiss Fried. Lehmann in
Massilon , Stark County to found a pioneer association in 1887 which counts
150 members. Lehmann has been settled there already since 1857; and Fr.
Spahn and Christ. Fankhauser founded a Swiss Men ' s Choir in Crooked
Run .
At times the names of such old farmers become known due a special
event, mostly however by their obituary. Thus died in October 1886, at age
54, in Massillon Jakob Eberhard from Grafenried , there since 1854 as
innkeeper and trader. At Sardis in Monroe County was buried on Janauary
6, 1888 the Swiss farmer Johann Ramseier. He was a resident of Monroe
County since 1852 and was 57 years old.
In Morton in Monroe County died in December 1886 Johann Wyss
from Steffisburg , a veteran of the American Civil War in his 53rd year. An
other veteran, Jakob Schmitz from the Canton Bern who had been settled
there for 30 years already , had served in the Civil War, and drew a small
pension, died there in January, 1886 .
He was followed by Arnold Walti from Bern . Trained in the Teacher's
CoUege he had been a secondary school teacher in Switzerland, emigrated
in 1881 and managed in Monroe County a private school. Later he became
a typesetter.
In Ohio Township, Monroe County, died David Thohnen from the
Canton Glarus on March 10, 1887. Since 1833 he had been one of the first
settlers in the primeval forest , a farmer, and the founder of the Zion
Congregation.
Rudolf Rohr died at age 54 after over 30 years in the country in 1886
at Fairport , Monroe County.
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Anna Brechbtihler from Seeberg died at age 63, since 1855 in America,
in Salem in the year 1887.
In Buck Hill Bottom, Monroe County, died at age 71 in 1884 Fried.
Mtihlemann from Bern, since 50 years in Monroe County.
In Still House Run, Monroe County, Fried. Frankhauser from the
Emmenthal was found on May 9, 1887 shot dead at age 40.
The so-called Stone Creek Valley, Tuscarawas County, is about 7 miles
long and stretches from New Philadelphia to Pittsburgh. This latter small
town had been platted in the year 1854 by the Swiss Ph. Leonhard on a 40
acre plot. A smith, wagon-maker, shoemaker, and tailor were the first
artisans to settle there. Now the small town has about 50 houses, among
them two shops, two hotels, and eight cheese-making establishments.
Swiss are dispersed throughout the whole Stone Creek Valley. Noted
are among them Christ. Schtipbach, Joh. Minger, both settled for a very
long time.
In Winesburg, Holmes County, died Nikol. Jost from Hochstetten on
May 22, 1886. He had edited a German-American newspaper already in
1849, later became a notary, school board member, and justice of the peace.
There J. Birchner provided the surrounding cheese makers with copper
kettles, Bar in Rayerville, Tuscarawas County with cheese cloth and Joh.
Schwab of New Philadelphia with other utensils for cheese making.
Since 1855 Johann Buttiker from Oberbuchsiten lived there , worked as
a mason and apple brandy distiller, and died in Mount Eaton, Wayne
County, in August 1884 at age 65.
If we look from these regions of the country , which Swiss transformed
into a paradise, to other parts of the State of Ohio, we find places which also
owe their existence to sons from the Swiss mountains, but had become at
least in the beginning places of misfortune .
Switzerland Township in Monroe County owes its origin to dire blows
of fortune [endured] by Swiss immigrants .
In the year 1814 the Swiss de Meuron, Colonel of a British regiment in
Canada, induced eighty Germans of his previous command to settle on the
lands of Lord Selkirk on the Red River. The news reached also Europe and
since in the following years, especially in 1817, there was famine ,
immigration agents used the situation to persuade Swiss to emigrate to the
Red River. In the years 1819 to 1821 a colonization society of Bern
described the colony in the most favorable light. In May 1821 therefore two
hundred people went via Basel, Rotterdam to America and arrived after a
most difficult journey on November 1821 in the vicinity of Fort Douglas
where those Germans received them kindly, yet could not provide them
with food because locusts had devastated the land during the summer. They
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lived through the following cold winter enduring incredible suffering . Yet
with the arrival of spring they took new courage and began industriously to
cultivate the land. Although the hopes of the settlers remained unfulfilled,
they got used to the privations and lived in the hope of a better future. New
settlers arrived whose number rose until 1825 to 1500 persons. Yet with the
powers of fate one cannot conclude an eternal alliance. Devastations from
locusts alternated with floods and the destruction of harvests by the winter's
frost. Courage left the colonists; they all moved away , except two families.
Most Swiss went to St. Louis, others dispersed over the Northwest, 10
families founded the Colony Switzerland in Ohio. Its development is no
different from other Swiss colonies with good climate and fertile lands such
as this region offers. Until now the colony has slowly become larger and
has grown in production and prosperity. According to reports it now
numbers about 1500 inhabitants, 5 churches , 6 German-English schools,
and it occupies an area of 18,000 acres or 26 square miles.
At about the same time as the Red River Society was operating in Bern ,
also Baron von Steiger of Bern planned to found a colony of Swiss at Little
Creek in Athens County. He moved there with about a dozen families. The
area which was supposed to become the Swiss Colony was then still
primeval forest. On a hill the Baron built a church and installed Daniel
Thum as chaplain. Soon the people became dissatisfied, moved away, and
founded their own homes . Since there were no newcomers, the community
dissolved and the church became dilapidated. The Baron himself died at an
advanced age . His son Rudolf married a daughter of the late Bishop Ames
of the Methodist-Episcopal Church.
Swiss are living at the most diverse places of the State where they
pursued or pursue their professional occupations.
In Zan esville died the priest Ignatius Ltittig on February 2, 1888; in
Youngstown Dr. Gust. Aschmann from the Canton Zurich practices
medicine, is a member of the Swiss clubs of New York , and a specialist for
eye and throat ailments ; in Waesean is the Schaffhauser Schnetzler an
apothecary; Frank Zumstein has lived in Hamilton County for long already
and is County Sherrif.
The 'Soldier's Home' in Dayton has among its 4000 veterans from the
Civil War Johann Friedrich from Bern and still about 100 to 120 Swiss
invalids.
It is the sad duty of the chronicler also to report in short the unfortunate
and the sad. Luckily we can observe that among the large numbers of
immigrant Swiss there are only few big criminals: In Monroe County a
woman Sttissi was condemned to life-long imprisonment for having
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poisoned her husband. Alois Nabler because of attempted murder by
poisoning in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to three years.
Moriz Kaiser, a farmer in Monroe County, became insane because he
took it so hard that he was unable to pay the mortgage and was therefore to
be driven from house and farm so that he burnt the house down in which his
parents and six children perished.
Let us leave this sad aspect of human mistakes and glance at the Swiss
national industry of cheese production in the already mentioned American
Emmenthal.

The Cheese Industry
The most important cheese region of the State of Ohio which is
probably the center of the cheese industry 31 , especially of (imitation)
cheese, that is cheese produced in the Swiss manner, consists of the counties
Wayne, Holmes, Stark, Monroe, Tuscarawas. In the counties Lorain, Erie,
Huron, Richland and Crawford there are fewer cheese making
establishments. In Birmingham, Lorain County, the brothers Partmann own
five establishments, Mr. Kropf one at Wells comer, and H. Siegenthaler one
at Apple Creek, Wayne county . Messr. Hahnenkrath and Gerber are to be
considered the pioneers of the American Emmenthal (Stark, Monroe,
Tuscarawas counties). The establishments are more numerous and cheese
of 100 to 120 pounds may be produced by cheese makers in one process
[Sud]. Within two miles of North Georgetown, Columbiana County, there
are 14 cheese-making establishments. The names of their owners are Ulrich,
Johann, Christ. Isaak, Oesch, Berger, Sam. Baumann, Wilh. Kurz, Sommer,
Weber, Peter Hafter, Schaubli, S. Wyss. Widow Thonen ( both of the latter
now dead) Grtineisen. It is similar at Massimo, Stark County. Here already
20 years ago Swiss cheese was produced by U. Oesch and brought by
wagon to Pittsburgh. He is now well-to-do, owns 400 acres of land, more
than 50 cows, and all buildings and agricultural tools. Yet the largest cheese
producing establishment is at Hudson, Summit County, where under the
direction of Peter Bienz 150 hundredweight milk are being processed daily.
As to quantity, however, Swiss cheese-making is only in second place.
There are supposedly about 300 cheese factories in the more northern
counties that are operated by actual Americans, and probably a dozen Swiss

31

See Frank C. Van Clef, "The Rise and Decline of the Cheese Industry in Lorain County,"
The Ohio Historical Quarterly 69 (January 1960): 32-57, with a good description of the
processes of cheese making .
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establishments would be needed to equal each one of those factories . Swiss
cheese makers usually begin their production on May 1 and finish the
season on October 31. Most milk is being processed in June and July . In
most establishments one to two wheels daily. Many Swiss have generally
introduced newer machines and tools which serve to improve the product
or speed up production . In the larger factories of the Americans these are
indispensable and in most steam is being used .
Translated and annotated by Leo Schelbert
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